Offering Overview

General Data Protection
Regulation Services
• Accelerate timelines with DXC’s
cross-discipline approach and
enterprise blueprints
• Significantly reduce the risk of
noncompliance and minimize
exposure to potential fines
• Dramatically improve overall
data protection and privacy
• Avoid manual costs related
to searching and deleting
customer records
• Minimize retained data
and lower storage costs
• Improve protection of
customer privacy —
and protect your brand’
Are you liable for
GDPR compliance?
Even if your organization is based
outside Europe, it still may be
affected by GDPR. The European
Union (EU) rules will apply to any
organization — no matter where
it’s based — that:
• Offers goods or services,
including those that are free, to
EU citizens
• Monitors the online behavior
of EU citizens
• Holds and processes data
on EU citizens
Analysts predict that more than
half of all affected companies
will be noncompliant by year-end
2018, predicts Gartner. Failure
to comply by that date could
trigger fines of 4 percent of your
organization’s annual revenue or
€20 million, whichever is higher —
yet another reason why now
is the time to accelerate your
GDPR compliance.

Accelerate your compliance with the European Union’s new
data-protection rules using DXC Technology’s end-to-end,
approach to data security, analytics and legal issues.
Few organizations are fully prepared
for the European Union’s General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR), which
goes into effect in May 2018. With DXC
Technology’s end-to-end services, your
organization can accelerate its journey
to GDPR readiness — and lower your
compliance costs and risk, avoid the EU’s
potentially huge fines.

examine your security posture. DXC then
builds an inventory of GDPR-relevant
data, classifies it across the entire
information estate and then reports
on data types and categories, which
enables data life cycle services.

Compliance requires proactive data
management and protection. That’s
why DXC GDPR Services integrate our
advisory services, proven analytics and
security solutions and legal advisory
services for rapidly implementing and
managing enterprise-wide GDPR.

We design your future model, analyze
compliance gaps, develop your security
architecture, create a prioritized
roadmap for future compliance and
conduct cost-benefit analyses..

DXC can quickly deliver your GDPR
assessment and support your data
protection officer on the implementation:

DXC’s accelerated privacy
improvement program leverages our
vendor-agnostic and versatile Cyber
Reference Architecture, based on nearly
350 discrete security capabilities
built from best practices to address
complex transformation programs. Then
our GDPR blueprint accelerates the
development of your GDPR solution.

• Determine how your personal data
processing activities align with
GDPR requirements
• Identify and categorize your
organization’s personal data
• Assess your organization’s
readiness by examining the full
scope of capabilities, from strategy,
leadership and governance through
operational and technical security
• Create a data inventory, assessing
compliance readiness and risk

The DXC approach
STEP 1: Data discovery and diagnostic
DXC uses a series of 170 factors to assess
GDPR compliance readiness, and we

STEP 2: Privacy improvement design

STEP 3: Improvement program

Analytics plus security
DXC GDPR Services integrate
our advisory services with proven
analytics and security solutions.
Here’s what’s included:
Analytics
• Data portability and access:
DXC helps ensure your customers
can obtain their data in interoperable
and electronic forms and have it sent
seamlessly to other organizations.
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Under GDPR, customers must be able
to easily and securely move, copy
and transfer personal data among
IT environments. We also focus on
ensuring an excellent user experience.
• Data minimization: With DXC’s help,
you’ll accelerate your compliance
with two other GDPR requirements:
processing only the data necessary
to achieve a purpose and retaining
customer data for only as long
as required. You’ll empower your
customers to implement, automate
and enforce information-management
policies throughout the life
cycle, including policies for
retention management.

• Erasure and rectification: GDPR
gives your EU customers the right to
prevent the processing of their personal
data in certain situations and also
gives them the right to have it erased.
We can help your organization move
faster toward processing this data in
accordance with GDPR.
Security
• Data protection: GDPR requires
that data be processed securely. We
can help you quickly comply with
encryption, data-loss prevention,
access controls, policies, processes
and procedures.
• Data breach notification: Under
GDPR, organizations must notify
individuals of any personal data
disclosure promptly, and they must also
notify supervisory authorities within
72 hours. Again, we can help you move
rapidly toward compliance.

Why DXC?
DXC is uniquely positioned to accelerate
your GDPR compliance. We’re the world’s
leading independent, end-to-end IT
services company, serving some 6,000
clients in more than 70 countries.
DXC’s team includes 4,000 security
specialists, another 4,000 analytics
professionals, 300 information-governance
consultants and a global network of
security operation centers. We also draw
on our ecosystem of partners — more
than 250 in all, including HPE, PwC
and ServiceNow.
DXC is strictly technology- and vendoragnostic. We offer a rare combination
of security and analytics services and
solutions, along with an industry-leading
security architecture that leverages your
existing investments.
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About DXC Technology
DXC Technology (DXC: NYSE) is the world’s leading independent, end-to-end IT services company,
helping clients harness the power of innovation to thrive on change. Created by the merger of CSC
and the Enterprise Services business of Hewlett Packard Enterprise, DXC Technology serves nearly
6,000 private and public sector clients across 70 countries. The company’s technology independence,
global talent and extensive partner network combine to deliver powerful next-generation IT services and
solutions. DXC Technology is recognized among the best corporate citizens globally. For more information,
visit www.dxc.technology.
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